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Abstract
When derivational relations deficiency exists in a wordnet, such as the Arabic WordNet, it makes it very difficult to exploit
in the natural language processing community. Such deficiency is raised when
many wordnets follow the same development path of Princeton WordNet. A rulebased approach for Arabic derivational relations is proposed in this paper to deal
with this deficiency. The proposed approach is explained step by step. It involves the gathering of lexical entries that
share the same root, into a bag of words.
Rules are then used to affect the appropriate derivational relations, i.e. to relate existing words in the AWN, involving partof-speech switch. The method is implemented using Java. Manual verification by
a lexicographer takes place to ensure good
results. The described approach gave good
results. It could be useful for other morphologically complex languages as well.
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Introduction

A wordnet is a lexical database built of synsets.
One synset represents one concept and contains
words from the same part of speech (POS) (noun,
adjective, verb, and adverb). Synsets are interconnected with different relations. But, there
are no cross-part-of-speech relations. This type
of relation is a link between words sharing the
same stem and meaning like the verb ‘eat’ and
the noun ‘eater’. The first WordNet, Princeton
WordNet (Fellbaum, 2010), was built for the English language. Since that, many wordnets has
seen the light for over 160 languages1 . One of
them is the Arabic WordNet (Elkateb et al., 2006)
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(henceforth, AWN) for the Modern Standard Arabic. AWN followed the development of Princeton
WordNet and EuroWordNet (Vossen, 1998).
Started in 2007, researches on AWN are made
to improve it. Some of theme improved its
contents (Boudabous et al., 2013; Saif et al.,
2015). Others used it in different disciplines of the
Natural Language Processing (henceforth, NLP)
(Abouenour et al., 2008; Abouenour et al., 2013).
Despite the greatness of these works, it clearly did
not take into consideration the specificities of the
Arabic language, especially, its morphological aspect.
A lexicon, like AWN, needs to have an extensive coverage, high quality, and multiple use in
NLP applications (Mallat et al., 2015a) (Mallat
et al., 2015b) (Ayadi et al., 2014) (Mohamed et
al., 2015). Adding to that, derivational morphology provides handful information for the benefit
of the NLP. As proof, Wilbur and Smith(Wilbur
and Smith, 2013) showed that it can be used
to calculate probabilities of semantic relatedness.
Also, Sagot (Sagot, 2010) used derivational analysis to determine if an unknown word can be
used to create a new one for a lexicon extension.
Derivational morphology is used to extend different wordnets like Bulgarian, Serbian and Romanian WordNet(Koeva et al., 2008; Koeva, 2008;
Mititelu, 2012). The aim of this pilot study is to
enrich the AWN with derivational relations using
a rule-based approach to extend its coverage and
turns it into a more useful knowledge base.
The rule-based approach includes domain
knowledge into linguistic knowledge. This yield
accurate results. Yet, linguistic knowledge acquired for one NLP system may be reused to
build others systems that require similar knowledge. Those approaches are based on a solid core
of linguistic knowledge. They depend on handconstructed rules from a lexicographic rather than
automatically gathered from data.

This paper is structured into five sections. Section 2 is an overview of the AWN. Section 3 will
provide some background on the Arabic language.
In section 4, we will discuss some related works.
We will also discuss the choice of the rule-based
approach regarding other approaches. We will
speak about our approach in details in section 5.
Last but not least, we will show the obtained results in section 6.
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Overview of the Arabic WordNet

AWN’s development followed the top-down procedure. It consists of translation the Princeton
WordNet’s core and extending it through more
specific concepts related to the Arabic culture.
This procedure expands the compatibility between
wordnets. It is based on manually encoding of the
specific concepts. The first version V1 of AWN
contains 21,813 words grouped into 9,698 synsets,
6 types of relations between those synsets corresponding to 143,715 links. The second version V2
released in 2008 containing new synsets and links.
It contains 11,269 synsets, equivalent to 23,481
words, and 161,705 links equivalent to 22 types (5
of them for the interconnection between PWN and
AWN) (Batita and Zrigui, 2017). Another version
is freely available on the internet structured under
the Lexical Markup Framework (LMF) developed
by (Abouenour et al., 2013). Table 1 below will
recapitulate the number of the words, synsets, and
links in all the 3 versions of the AWN.
Table 1: AWN’s versions.
V1
V2
LMF
Words

21,813

23,481

60,157

Synsets

9,698

11,269

8,550

Links

143,715 (6 161,705
41,136 (4
types)
(22 types) types)

We notice that V2 contains more synsets and
fewer words then the LMF file. In one hand, V2
has 11,269 synsets related with 161,705 links, on
the other hand, the LMF file 8,550 synsets related
with only 41,136 links. This is not proportional to
the number of the words.
There are many kinds of links in AWN V2. Table 2 displays 17 links. There are 5 others links
but they are not between Arabic words. They are
inter-language links. We have no interest in them.

each one with an example and if it exists in the
LMF file or not.

Table 2: Links in AWN.
Example
Frequency

Link

V2

LMF

Has hy- ZAÓ , H
. @Qå šrāb, mā- 9,347 19,806
ponym - (drink, water)
Has de- ÕæÊªK , ùÒJÊªK t,lymy, 178
rived
t,lym (educational, education)
Related
to

-

Aj.ÊÓ , Am.Ì

lǧ-a, mlǧ-a 4,769 (refuge, shelter)

Has holo Ñk@ñË , ÑmÌ É¿ @
ākl 334
member lh.m, lwāh.m (carnivore,
carnivores)

 

Near
àA®K , èXAK P zyādt, 772
antonym nqs.ān (increase, decrease)





See also éJJ.Ê£ , éªK Xð
wdy,t, 166
wn15
.tlbyh (deposit, order)

Has holo úæªJÓ , éJÊg
hlyt, 697
˘
part
mt,d.y (cell, organism)


Has holo éj® , é¯Pð
wrqt, 60
made of s.fh.h (paper, page)





-

14

-

Has
ÐA¯ , ¯ð wqf, qām 128
subevent (stand, stand up)

-

Category Õæk. , àA@
ānsān, 548
term
ǧsm (human, body)

-



Near
QºJ.Ó , J. @
-asbq, 122
synonym mbkr (premier, early)

412

ÉJÓ , É@

āts.l, mts.l 83
(contact, connected)

-

Has
èQëA®Ë@ , éÖÞ A«
,ā- 929
instance s.mt, ālqāhrh (capital,
Cairo)

 

549

Verb
group

-

(hit, bump)

Causes

 , ¼Qk

È ñk

h.rk, h.wl 75
(move, displace)

-

Region
term

 , ÉK. AK.
PAJ«

-

Be
state

in



ÐY , H. Qå

d.rb, s.dm 142

bābl, ,štār 35
(Babylon, Ishtar)

Usage
term

ø PAm.' Õæ @ , áK Q. @

3

-

-asbryn, -ism tǧāry
(Aspirin, commercial
name)

To clarify, the link near synonym is represented
in the LMF file by the name similar2 and near
antonym by just antonym. The two links has
hyponym and has instance are splitted into hyponym/hypernym and isInstance/hasInstance respectively.
If we can classify those links, we can say that
there is two types; semantic and derivational link.
Semantic links rely on words sharing some meaning. Most of the presented links are semantic like
has holo part, has holo made of, has subevent. . .
Only two links are morphosemantic links; has derived and related to. Not only they are morphologically but also semantically relying on words.
They rely on words that share the same root but
have different POS.
There is a third type of link which is morphosemantic relations. As it is claimed in (Šojat et al.,
2012), there is a difference between the derivational and morphosemantic links. The derivational relations are language-specific while the
morphosemantic relations are not.

3

Arabic language

As it is widely known, the Arabic language is a
Semitic language which makes it different from
other languages, like English or French. It is characterized by an inflectional and derivational morphology. Inflectional morphology is divided into
verbal and nominal morphology. The verbal morphology bends on the aspect, the mood, the voice
and the subject (person, gender, and number) of
the verbs. The nominal morphology bends on
the gender, the number, the state, and the case of
nouns, the adjectives, and the proper nouns. The
derivational morphology consists of the deverbal
noun, the active participle, the passive participle
and other derivations based on patterns change
(Habash, 2010). All things considered, this richness provides an effective information for many
NLP tasks.
Besides, Arabic is a notable language for its
nonconcatenative morphology which is the modification of the internal structure of a word. In other
2

The link similar exist in V2 but it is an interlanguage
link.

words, it is a form of a word in which the root,
usually three consonants and called triliteral root,
is modified by adding other consonants and vowels. Generally, in Arabic, the derivation is based
on three concepts. Given a root and a pattern, you
can create a word form by applying derivational
rules. This makes it difficult to automatically construct new words from a primitive root. For example, the Arabic words P@X dārs (student) and

PYÓ mdrs (teacher)3 share the same Arabic root
 - P - X d - r - s (d - r - s) which is the concept
of studying. To that end, we can say that those
two words are derivationally and semantically related. More details about the Arabic morphology,
you can found it in (Habash, 2010).

4

Related Work

Even though derivational morphology is a numerous area of studies, we did not found many lexical resources that rely on this kind of morphology, in the Arabic language. Derivational relations
enrichment started with the Turkish WordNet in
2004. Bilgin et al. (Bilgin et al., 2004) described
a semi-automatic approach to add new synsets by
applying derivational rules to existing words and
add a morpho-semantic link between them. This
type of approach is basically adding automatically
suffix and prefix to a steam. Since it is automatic,
manually validation is mandatory and important.
the same work is done to the Czech WordNet (Pala
and Hlaváčková, 2007).
Fellbaum et al. (Fellbaum et al., 2007) did not
follow the same approach but instead, he added
morphological relations between derived pairs of
words in PWN. The derived pairs of words are recognized automatically since they share the same
steam. Manual validation is also necessary. This
type of relation is cross-POS (between verb and
noun pairs). In 2012, the same kind of work is
followed in the Romanian WordNet by Mititelu
(Mititelu, 2012). The work is summarized in two
steps. The first step is to create all possible combination, given 3 lists of words, prefixes, and suffixes. The second step is to validate the affectation
of prefixes and suffixes, each one aside, using a set
transformation rules.
The Bulgarian (Koeva, 2008), the Serbian (Koeva et al., 2008) and the Polish WordNet (Piasecki
3

From now on, Arabic words will be followed by their
transliteration using the transliteration system of LATEXand
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et al., 2009) adopted another type of approach.
Based on the alignment to the PWN, the approach
consists of transforming the derivational relations
existing in the PWN to each wordnet. In their
case of study, Koeva et al. (Koeva et al., 2008)
proposed several approaches to make the generating of new synsets and relations possible based on
derivational patterns of different POS.
Outside wordnets, Lefff (Sagot, 2010) is a morphological lexicon for French based on the lexical framework Alexina. This framework is used
with different languages to develop morphological and syntactic NLP lexicons like Persian, Sorani, Kurdish and even English. This lexicon is
freely available and has a large coverage. It is
constructed by merging several existing resources
using semi-automatic techniques and conversion.
Remaining with the same language, VerbAction
(Tanguy and Hathout, 2002) too is a morphological resource who couples verbs with their action
nouns (inspect/inspection). VerbAgent (Tribout et
al., 2012) is the same as VerbAction but with agent
nouns (inspect/inspector).
The available evidence seems to suggest that the
development of those resources is either based on
manual work or validation and/or lexical information (derivational and morphological rules). Other
attempted researches are less supervised and based
only on morphological information. Can et al.
(Can and Manandhar, 2009) proposed an unsupervised method based on different POS to produce
morphological rules. Bernhard (Bernhard, 2010)
described two methods for unsupervised learning
of morphological families. The first one is called
MorphoClust. It clusters words into families using hierarchical classification methods. The second one is called MorphoNet. It constructs a lexical network from the words presented in MorphoClust. The words represent the nodes and the morphological relations represent the links between
those words.
Recently in 2016, Zaghouani et al. (Zaghouani
et al., 2016) have developed the AMPN, a semantic resource, based on Arabic morphological patterns. It clusters the verbs of Arabic PropBank4
(Kipper et al., 2008) according to their morphological patterns. Arabic verbs are studied according to
their lemmas. They are defined as a combination
of root and morpheme patterns of the verbs.
4
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Basically, the cited approaches rely on morphological rules. In another way, they are rule-based
approaches. Each one used some morphological
rules specific to its language to whether generate new words (adding prefixes and suffixes) or
coupling existing words (share the same steam).
The advantage of this type of approach is the
analysis of the input and output of a system using linguistic knowledge. Also, it helps the language learner’s to better understand the language.
However, other approaches, like statistical-based
or machine learning, cannot distinguish between
well-formed or ill-formed input which is an issue
in some NLP tasks (Shaalan, 2010).
There is a rapidly growing literature on
(Shaalan, 2010), which indicates that rule-based
approach for Arabic NLP tasks reported successful results. Shaalan presented 4 tools and 3 systems based on Arabic morphological and syntactic rules. The tools are about morphological analyzer/generator and syntactic analyzer/generator.
The 3 systems are Machine Translation, Named
Entity Recognition, and Computer-assisted Language Learning. The aim of this study is to show
that the development of systems based on rulebased approach is feasible with languages like
Arabic (absence of linguistic resources and difficulties of adapting tools from other languages. . . ).
All things considered, it seems reasonable to base
our work on this kind of approach. Next section
will describe precisely each step of our proposed
approach.

5

Our Approach

Since there is a lack of derivational relations in
AWN, we will attempt to add them based on the
existent words in it. The suggested approach depends on lexical entries and some transformation
rules. We will gather lexical entries sharing the
same root into bag of words and we will use the
rules to affect the appropriate types of derivational
relations. Each rule is based on the POS and
the patterns of the words. The following figure 1
shows an Arabic word with its derived forms and
each with its pattern (1, 2, and 3 in the patterns
refer to the three consonants of the triliteral root).

3. Distinguish words that share the same root
but no relationship in the stage of meaning

like the noun Qm . šǧrun (trees) and the verb

Qk. A šāǧr (dispute),
4. Finally, verify the POS of the rest of the
word, since it has an important role in our
work.
Figure 1: The derivations of the Arabic verb
h.ml (carry) with their patterns.

ÉÔg

The issue under scrutiny in derivational morphology is creating new words from others. In our
work, instead of creating new words we will use
only words that exist in AWN and try to make a
connection between them. This task involves POS
switch (sometimes, it is preserved and we will see
how). To give an illustration, let’s look at the example in table 3. We gain from a verb a noun and
from a noun another noun and an adjective.
Table 3: Derivation between part of speeches.
Verb→ Noun Noun→ Ad- Noun→ Noun
jective

H. AJ» ,I.J»

úG. AJ» ,H. AJ»

ktb,
ktāb ktāb,
(write, book) (book,
book)

I.J» ,H. AJ»

ktyb
ktāby ktāb,
my (book,
brochure)

One can tell that there is a link between two
words if (i) they belong to the AWN (ii) they share
the same root and (iii) there is a rule which allows
the transformation. Our method is described step
by step in the next subsections.
5.1

Most of the Arabic nouns are derived from
verbs. Verbs are categorized into their classes.
First of all, we see the class of the verb if it is
triliteral or not. Classes need to be indicated in
each bag of words because different class means
different rule to get the correct noun. To better
understand the issue let us take a look at the example in table 4 of some verb forms with different
classes, their verbal nouns, and examples.

Table 4: Verb forms with verbal nouns and examples.
Verb form
Verbal noun
Example

 


Éª ¯ @

-aaf,ala ÈAª¯@ -iif,aālun ÐC@ , ÕÎ @
(a12a3a)
(a12A3u)
-aslm,
-islām
(embrace
Islam, Islam)


Éª®K@

ā-


ÈAª®K@





infa,ala
(an1a2a3a)

āinfi,āl H
. C®K@ , I.Ê®K@
(an1i2A3u)
-inqlb, -inqlāb
(Turn
over,
coup)

Éª ¯


ÉJª®K

fa,ala

(1a223a)

taf,iyl

(ta12I3u)


®JK , ®K
nfs,
tnfys
(discharge
,
discharged)

Clustering Words into Bag of Words

First of all, we gather the words that share the
same root in a so-called bag of words. This step
is based on the root of each word in AWN. This
step will help us to:
1. Eliminate the underivatized words like
named entities ...QK. - YJQÓ , áK AJ K @ āynštāyn, mrsyds - bnz... (Einstein, MercedesBenz. . . ) and multiword expression,
2. Keep the apolistic generic noun like
...ÉJ¯ , ¬ðQk hrwf, fyl... (sheep, ele˘
phant. . . ),

We can notice that there is a change in verbal
noun if we change the class and the form. This
issue is detailed with the transformation rules in
the next subsection.
5.2

Transformation Rules

As explained before, the rules are the main part of
our method because they provide the existence of
the relationship and its type. First, the existence of
a relation between the pair of words in the same
bag is determined by the set of rules in table 5.

Table 5: Transformation rules related to the POS.
POS
Type of relation Example
switch



1 Verb → HasDerivedVerb
Verb
ActiveParticiple
Verb →
2 Noun


É¿ AK ,É¿ @
-akl, t-ākl (eat,
abrade)

I.KA¿ ,I.J» ktb,

kātb
writer)
PassiveParticiple

pears to suggest that we should classify the verbs
into two classes, triliteral, and non-triliteral verbs.
The table 6 will summarize the transformation
rules needed.

(write,

H. ñJºÓ , I.J»

ktb,
mktwb
(write, written)
Location

l,b,
ml,b (play, stadium)

Time

H. QªÓ ,H. Q«

I.ªÊÓ ,I.ªË

Table 6: Transformation rules for the relations between verbs and nouns.
Relation Verb
Noun
Example
class
Pattern
fā,l YÓAg , YÔg
h.md,
h.āActivePar- Triliteral (1A2i3u)
md (praise,
ticiple
praiser)

É«A¯

weak letter5 l' A¯ , hA¯
in the 2nd fāh.,
fā-yh.
position→ ø (spread,
-y hamza
Exhalant)

ġrb, mġrb (go
west, Occident)
Instrument

hAJ®Ó ,iJ¯
mftāh.
key)

3 Noun
→
Noun

HasDerivedNoun

4 Noun Relatedness
→ Adjective

fth.,
(open,

weak letter ú«X , A«X
in the 3rd d,ā, d,y (call,
position→ ø caller)
y ya

I.JÊ¿ ,I.Ê¿

klb, klyb (dog,
doggy)

 
úæ AJ , éAJ
syāst,
syāsy
(politic,
political)

The problem now is how we can determine the
relationship between words in the same bag if it
exists of course. Different POS in the same bag is
the key for this. Table 5 shows the possible combination in a bag of words that one can find. With the
first rules it is easy, if the pair has the same POS
(which in this case is a verb) the relation should
be hasDrivedVerb like the example shows and the
same thing goes for the third and the fourth rule.
The rule number 2 is a complex one. From all the
nouns that you have, e.g you need to distinguish
between the active and the passive participle.
The next set of rules will help us to determine
all the type of relations between the nouns derived
from one verb according to their forms. This will
be based on the class of the verb presented in each
bag. After a deep look into the behavior of the
Arabic verbs and their derivations, the study ap-







Èñª®Ó

H. ðQåÓ , H. Qå

NonÉª®Ó muf,il ÕÎªÓ , ÕÎ« ,lm,
triliteral (mu1a2i3u) m,lm (teach,
teacher)
šrb, mšrwb
PassivePa- Triliteral mf,wl
(ma12u3u) (drink drinkrticiple
able)





m (m)+ Èñ®Ó , ÈA¯
the deverbal qāl,
mqwl
noun
(say, )said

Ð

NonÉ«A®Ó mfā,l ¼PAJ.Ó , ¼PAK.
triliteral (m1A2i3u) bārk, mbārk
(bless,
blessed)
Location

Triliteral

mf,al i.J.¢Ó , qJ.£
(ma12a3u) .tbh,
mt.bǧ
˘
(cook,
kitchen)

Time

Triliteral

mf,il H
. QªÓ , H. Q«
(ma12i3u) ġrb,
mġrb
(go
west,
sundown)

Éª®Ó

Éª®Ó

Éª ®Ó

Instrument -

mf,l ÈñªÓ , Èñ«
(mi12a3u) ,wl,
m,wl
(count
on,
pick)

 ®Ó
 , ÕÎ¯
éÒÊ

 ®Ó
éÊª

mf,lh
(mi12a3h) qlm, mqlmh
(prune, pen
case)
mf,āl hAJ®Ó , iJ¯
(mi12A3u) fth.,
mftāh.
(open, key)

ÈAª®Ó
 ¯
éËAª



f,ālh éËA« , É«
(1i2A3h)
ġsl,
ġsālh
Washer
To better understand the pattern transformation,
you have to think of it as an algorithm. Take the
example of the active participle with a triliteral
verb who has a weak letter in the second position6 , if such verb does exist in the bag of words
alongside with a noun who has a hamza in its 3rd
position then the relation between them should be
made and it is a activeParticiple one, and so on for
the rest of the nouns. The example of the instrument relation, if in the bag of words, a noun with

the same pattern as éÊª®Ó mf,lh (mi12a3h) does
exist then the relation between its verb should be
made.
If you look carefully, the pattern Éª®Ó mf,l
(ma12a3u) is presented with four relations, activeParticiple, location, time, and instrument. We
can distinguish the activeParticiple by the diacritics. In our work, the diacritics are token into consideration to affect the proper relations. Beside,
AWN’s words presented with diacritics. Location,
time, and instrument are undistinguished and it
is totally logic. The kind of patterns used with
those relations are distinguished only in the context. Otherwise, we cannot separate them. Like
the words H
. QªÓ mġrb presented in the example
of

H. QªÖÏ @ úÍ@ AKQ¯A

sāfrnā -ilā ālmġrb (we trav-



eled to Morocco) and H
. QªÖÏ @ ÉJ.¯ AKY« ,dnā qbl ālmġrb (we come back before sundown) with a different purpose. The first one indicates the location
5

There are 3 weak letters in the Arabic ø ,ð ,@ ā, w, y
according to their positions in the root we can tell if the verb
is asimilated, hollow or defective
6
This type of verb is called hollow verb.

and the second indicates the time. After All these
automatic steps we finally can to stage of validation.
5.3

Validation

The steps of the approach are validated according
to a lexicographer. The rules too, they are proposed and well studied, as well as the classes of
the verbs. Some irregular rules are not taken into
considerations because (i) we did not found much
of them in AWN or (ii) they will create a confusion with other rules. For example, with nouns,
there are other rules like the dual, plural, possessive form. We did not find much of them so we
decided to put a general rule for all of them (rule
3 in table 5). We suggested to only work with
pertinent rules. We did not go for the automatic
validation because the manual verification always
leads to better results than the automatic one. It is
time-consuming but when you need a better precision you have to sacrifice time.



6

Test and Evaluation

We implemented the method described in the previous section using Java. The first thing we did
is cluster words sharing the same root in a bag of
words. We notice that some nouns are tagged as an
adverb so we verified the POS of each word. Also,
some adjectives are wrongly tagged. We corrected
as many as we could. We also eliminate named entities and multiword expression because they are
underivatized. For our own good, The named entities are already tagged so we only eliminated the
multiword expression. We only retained nominal,
verbal, and adjectival entries. The results are presented in table 7 after the elimination and correction.
Table 7: New frequency of the words in the LMF.
POS
Frequency
New frequency
Noun

16,432

10,325

Verb

42,298

40,143

Adjective

771

498

Total number 6,608
of bags

5,462

We fixed the number of bags to 5,462. Each bag
has its own set of verbs, nouns, and adjectives and
it is cleaned for anything that will misguide the
affection of the relation in the next step.

As described in the previous section, the verb
class is an important fact in the affectation of the
relation. 4,275 bags contain verbs. We classified
those bags according to the verb form into two
classes. Table 8 shows the detailed frequency.
Table 8: Frequency of verb classes.
Verb class
number of bag of words
Triliteral
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Non-triliteral 1,186
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